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INSIDE
Teens driving without Insurance.
How big a problem is it?
Turn to "Talk Back" on
Page 4.

It's Election Time
'88!
First time teen voters
and exchange students
comment
on American politics.
See our special Election
Pull-out,
starting on Page 9.

College - the next
step.
How can you prepare?
What should you expect?
It's all on Pages 12 to 20.

I read your article on seventeenyear-old murderers facing the
death penalty. I slightly disagree
for the simple fact that a seventeen -year-old is still a kid. So what
I'm saying is he may understand
murder and killing, but won't
understand incarceration and
death.
If kids did understand, they
would think harder about what
they are about to do and maybe
wouldn't commit as many crimes.
My best friend got killed by his
brother over a dollar. His brother is
fourteen ; the deceased guy was
sixteen. His brother was always
jealous of me and him, and I knew
it. His jealousy took over him and
because of somethi ng as petty as
a dollar, he killed his brother.
I was anxious to go to court to
ask him why he had killed his
brother and (when I asked) he
started crying and saying "I didn't
mean to. I'm afraid ... ldon'twantto
go back I" He grabbed me while in
handcuffs and the police made
him let me go.
Now I don't care for him because he killed his brother. I just
feel sorry for him.
Emmett Long
Corliss

o ne, regardless of age, shou ld
receive such a punishment. Killing
the murderer only makes society a
murderer and, for reasons I don't
understand, society would not
receive a bit of punishment. Only
God has the authority to end
someone's life. If God thinks the
criminal deserves some punishment, believe me, he'll get it.
Besides, what nthe verdict on
the person was a mistake, or he
was framed? You would be taking
an innocent person's life. You
never know, that person could
have been the one to find a cure for
AIDS, or could be a great help in
making the world a peaceful place
to live.
Christine Kantner (13)

In my optnton 17-year-olds
should face the death penalty,
because nthey are crazy enough
to stab or shoot someone knowing
that they might die, then I feel that
they should suffer the same punishment as an adult.
And if they are stupid enough to
do something like that just to show
off or to prove something to their
friends or one of their gang members, then they should pay for their
stupidity just as adults pay for
being stupid.

The death penalty is an issue I
feel very strongly about.
Personally, I don't believe any-

Patrick Gregory
Fenger

I hope that someday the death
penalty will be abolished from our
system altogether, but for now alii
can do is hope.
Quentina Applewhite
Metro
Should seventeen -year-old
murderers face the death penalty
as do the older killers in Illinois?
Yes, they should. If you're
human enough to do the killing,
you're old enough to face the
death penalty.
Keysha L. Jones
Senn
No! A 17-year-old should not
face the Death Penalty.
When you're 17 you can't drink
or purchase liquor. At 17 it is illegal
to enter bars. When you're 17 it is
illegal to rent most movies. What
I'm trying to say ts that you're still
thought of as a kid.
In my opinion a 17 year-old
doesn't really know to what extent
they can be punished, so, to give
them the death penalty is unhuman.
Edward L. Hopkins
Fenger
I'm against the death penalty,
not only for teenagers but for everyone, no matter what age they
are.

If you give a 17-year-old the
death penalty, what are you
proving to yourself, society: that
you can be a murderer also? If you
do give a 17-year-old the death
penalty, is that going to bring the
other person back to life?
A 17-year-old murderer should
be placed in a juvenile home until
a male reaches 21 or a female
reaches 18. Then they should be
placed in a jail for six years or more
depending on the reason for the
murder.
Ava R. Taylor
Fenger

Letters to the Editor
Pregnant Teens...

I am writing in regard to your
article, "Pregnant Teens Keep
Smoking, Drinking." I am totally
against smoking and drinking
even when a person is not pregnant, but when she is pregnant
she must be insane or uneducated.
I think the health of a baby during and after a pregnancy should
be one of the major points
stressed in sexual education.
I have just one more thing to say
to all the pregnant teens who are
drinking and smoking: you're not
cool. In fact, you're irresponsible;
that's probably why you are pregnant in the first place.
Trese Kuhnle
Von Steuben

School Reform: Good or Bad?
I have read your newspaper
only once, and I have to admit I
really like it. The article that caught

my attention was written by Nancy
Johnson, entitled "Background on
School Reform.•
I believe that it was very
thoughtful of her to let us, the students, know about what is being
done in the school system we are
in. Personally, I don't think many
people care what we think about
the reforms that are being done,
and lthinkthattheyshould. ltisus,
the students and the staff, that
have to put up with it, not the
people who make it.
I don't agree with the schoolbased budgets because, if you
think about it, every school will
want a big budget, and if we base
the budget on how many students
are in the school, then the schools
will simply accept anyone off the
streets. The schools will turn tnto
hellholes.
I also don't like the idea of districts. I'd rather die than attend the
school next to my house.
The guys that make the reforms
should go around to a couple of
schools and see how it is now, and
then decide what to do about it,
and ask the students about it, too.

The staff (of schools) should have
a say in this as well.
I am not against this reform, but
I am also not for it; I believe it
should be thought over.
I'd like to congratulate you for
doing a good job and for filling us
in.

just a great newspaper. Keep
those good articles coming, and
you have gained a faithful reader.
Magdalena Laska
Von Steuben

City-Wide Student Council
Martin Figurski
Von Steuben

I had no idea your magazine
existed until today. When my
English teacher said that she
would pass out a paper called New
Expression, I thought to myself,
"here comes another dumb assignment. I was positive that the
magazine would capture none of
my interests, but when I started
reading it in class, I was surprised
to find it captivating. The article on
school reform, especially, caught
my attention. New Expressio n
stated some very interesting information on this topic that I was
previously not aware of.
I think you are doing a fantastic
job, and that New Expression is

I really enjoy reading those articles in New Expression. When I
read the article about the city-wide
student council, I found out that
Alex Infante represents Von Steuben. I didn't know that until I read
about it in New Expression.
I should have known that since I
am on the student council at Von
Steuben. Mostly a lot of students
at Von didn't know that Alex is the
representative for the city-wide
student council for our school.
I think that the Movies, TV, Entertainment and Music sections
are excellent ideas. Keep up the
good work. I can't wait for the next
New Expression.
Cheryl Ma
Von Steuben

Do you want to have a say
in New Expression?
Come to the All-City-Meeting!
Wednesday, November 2 at 4 pm at New Expression, 201 S. Wabash
• Talk about topics or stories that New Expression should be
covering or that our new cable TV show "Hard Cover" should be covering.
• Look around; get to know the staff. You might want to join us.
We are also looking for Interested and dedicated writers for the following positions:
City Editor, College Career Editor, Movie Editor, Newsbrlefs Editor, and Staff Reporters.
If you're Interested, but cannot attend call Nancy Johnson 663-0543
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Hard Cover
Cable TV
Guide
Be sure to watch "Hard Cover",
Chicago's teen-produced talk
show, every Monday night on
Cable Ch. 19.
On Oct. 24 at 5:30pm. "School
Reform Pt. 1". How will local
councils ch a nge th e high
schools?
Will parents ban
shorts and sex education?
On Oct. 31 at 5:30 pm.
'School Reform Pt. II". Will students be free to choose the high
school of their dreams? Will
most students need to transfer to
another high school as part of
the Reform shake-up?

If you would like to be a part of
the studio audience, call us at
663-0543 and ask for ''Hard
Cover". If you'd like to join the
"HardCover" staff, call and leave
your phone number and/or address.
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Inside Track
By Kamlsha Gray
Most high school cafeterias
have given up trying to feed teenagers what is good for them. Instead they serve lunches loaded
with so much fat, salt and sugar
that they fail to meet national
health standards, according to a
report released in August by the
Public Voice ior Food and Health
Policy.
The Chicago School Board's
nutritionist, Betty Davenport, said
that the public school cafeterias
are going with the kmds of foods
that the students will eat and that
have been accepted such as hot
dogs, Sloppy Joes, hamburgers,
fried fish nuggets and canned
fruits.
When New Expression asked
cafeteria workers what is being
done to improve the food choices
by offering salads and fresh fruit,
they argued that students are
g1ven these choices but most students ' won't buy them. For example, when hamburgers and
tacos are served with lettuce,

CORRECTION
In the Back To School issue
of New Expression, we incorrectly printed the name of
Warner Birts, the Acting Principal of Englewood High
School.
In the article "Students lose
vote in choosing reps for citywide council," Birts claimed
he was misquoted. However,
NE stands by reporter Antonio Sharp.
We also incorrectly reported
that Loren Wilson was the
City-wide Student Council
representative for Clemente
High School.
Clemente reports that its
CSC representative, Sandra
Mercado, is the president of
the Clemente Student Congress, and she was elected
by the entire student body.
Wilson, who was quoted in
the story, claims that he misunderstood the reporter with
regard to esc representation
from Clemente, according to
Ms. Murphy, Student Congress advisor.

· .
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cheese, and other toppings, students pass up the fresh
vegetables and use ketchup,
which is loaded with sugar.
"It's not as though the food is not
offered, it's just that I don't want to
eat it," said Stacy Christmas, a
junior at Kenwood Academy. "I
would rather go to Pizza Hut or
McDonalds. If I don't feel like eating fruits and vegetables, than I
don't have to."
Improvements are being made
in a few schools to make students
more aware that non-fatty, lowsugar foods exist. For example,
the students at Hyde Park have
had their own salad bar for several
years.
Aleva Bridges, a junior at Hyde
Park, uses the salad option. "I
think the salad bar is a good idea.
The students are able to choose
the kind of salad they want to
make. The salad bar offers you a
variety to choose from that tastes
good and is also very good for you .
Students here are beginning to
stay inside for lunch rather than
going out for lunch."

Teen songwriters
seek to influence
sex attitudes
Parents Too Soon is sponsoring
its third annual Song Writing Contest to encourage teens to rap with
other teens about sexuality. For
the contest, teens are asked to
write a song or rap lyrics about ''the
problems and consequences of
teen pregnancy."
Illinois teens between the ages
of 12 and 18 can submit entries.
However, entries must be postmarked by midnight, October 28.
For information about how to
obtain entry forms, call the toll-free
hotline number: 1-800-4-CALLUS. Completed entries should be
mailed to "Parents Too Soon"
Rock'n Romance Song-Writing
Contest, Volume Ill, c/o Media
Strategy, Inc., Suite 220, 343
West Erie, Chicago, Illinois 6061 0.
Winners will be publicized in the
local media as well as on USA
Today and CBS Morning News.

Nancy Johnson

Photo by Konli Robinson

JACKETS • SWEATERS •
EMBLEMS

Students learn how
to start business
Do you have an urge to start
your own business someday?
Can you run a business better
than your employer?
Well, stop dreaming and learn
how to plan a business. The National College of Education is
sponsoring a high school business plan competition for interested students in the Chicago
area. Students can work on a
business plan singly or as a team
with other students. Entrants
should find an adult in the business field to work with them.
Students who are interested
should come to the special orientation meeting on Saturday, Nov. 5
from 9 to 10:30am. at the college,
18 S. Michigan Ave.
Finalists in the competition will
present and defend their business
plans in May, followed by an
awards' ceremony and dinner.
Winners will be awarded cash
prizes. For more information call
Val Jordan at 621 -9650.

•
ALL SCHOOLS
•
Made the Way
You Want Them
All Styles • V-Cuts
Hoods • Belts • Special Designs
COME TO OUR FACTORY OR PHONE US FOR
FREE DESIGN KIT

• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
• Skirts-Sweaters-Jackets
• Porn Poms-Booster Buttons

CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS
3344 W. Montrose 463-1464

DanaiBracey ~------------------------------------------

DOWNTOWN

$20.00 OFF
ALL 14k GOLD
$10.00 OFF
ALL lOk GOLD
FREE
MINI-RING

162 NORTH STATE STREET
Across from the "Chicago Theater"
OPEN: Mon-Fri 10:00- 5:00

SOUTH
2115 EAST 87th Street
Across from "C. V. S. High School"
OPEN:MONDAY ONLY
8:00 TILL 4:00

LIFETIME FULL
WARRANTY
PRICES AS LOW AS

$69.95

NORTH
3455 N. WESTERN AVENUE
Across from "Lane Tech High School"
OPEN:MONDAY ONLY
11:00 -3:30

CALL FOR YOUR FREE CLASS RING DESIGNER KIT

12) 641-1831
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Readers ''Talk Back" on Page 2.

Should teens get help with car insurance?
By Debbie Flapan
Driving down the Edens Expressway, 18-year-old Brad Gibbons (not his real name) hummed
contentedly. His car had just been
fixed, brakes and all.
Brad slowed down to a steady
50 miles per hour to get off the
expressway. He pressed down on
his brakes to slow down for the red
traffic light ahead. Nothing. The
brakes didn't respond at all. Forcing down his rising panic, he
thought of the emergency brake.
Before he could touch it, the car
died. Knowing that this left him
with no alternative, Brad threw the
gearshift into park. He winced as
a loud boom told him the transmission was blown, causing the car to
skid sideways and hit the cement
guardrail on the left side of the ex~
ramp.
Brad thought the impact would
stop the car, but instead it
"bounced off" and kept JO 11 ~ .
crashing into the six car3 W3 tin9 ..1!
the red light. Brad was we:1:·ing h1s
seatbelt, but he still crashed
through the windshield.
"I ended up with a big bump on
the head," Brad said ruefully, "and
a lot of bills to pay. I was driving
without insurance and I don't know
where the money's going to come
from." Much of Brad's paycheck
before the accident went to his
mother, to help out. "I'm gonna be

broke for a long, long time," he
sa1d.
So far Brad is faced with one
lawsuit. "They want to settle out of
court ... but there's no way. With
what money?" He hasn't gone to
court yet, but he supposes there
will be five other lawsu~s against
him from the owners of the other
cars he hit.
Brad claims he didn't apply for
car insurance because ~was too

Photo by Marco Rios
have insurance, 31 percent agree
with Brad that insurance 1s simply
too expensive for them.
Another 31 percent of the noninsured say they don't drive
enough to spend money on insurance. But when they do drive, they
are uninsured.
Dan Flynn, 18 (not his real
name), has mixed feelings about
the new law. He says he likes the
fact that people will be required to

expensive. "It would have been a
$300 down payment and $75 per
month (before the accident). I only
make about $400 a month. I can't
do it."
Brad and others like him will
soon be faced with an added
punishment for driving w~hout
insurance, a $500- to- $1000 fine
in add~ion to any lawsuits, car
repairs and hospital bills. This
new Illinois state law will go into

I

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •' effect in January of 1990. The law
requires car insurance for all drivers w~h cars registered in the state
of Illinois.
Under the new law, a driver in a
car accident will have to present a
card to the police stating he has an
insurance policy, or he will have to

DRIVER EDUCATION
CLASSES

provelaterthathehad~atthetime

of the accident.
According to a New Expression
survey, the new law will certainly
affect teens. Of the 146 students
surveyed, 33 percent admitted
that they did not have insurance.
And of the 49 teens who don't

I

I

buy insurance, but he believes
that the rates df most insurance
companies will make more teens
take the bus instead.
Dan has an independent policy
because his parents won't pay for
~. "They say, if I want to drive my
own car, I should pay for the insurance." His policy is more than
$120 per month. "It's too expensiva for sure, but there's not much
I can do about it."
Car insurance rates are high for
teens, especially males, because
teens are high-risk clients. An
Allstate insurance company rep-

resentative contacted by New Expression said she couldn't quote
a specific "average" rate for teenage drivers because there are so
many factors involved, such as the
car model that will be driven, the
school that the driver attends, the
driver's age and gender, a job, if
any; how many other drivers will
be using the car, how often the car
is driven, and the driver's accident
and driver violations record. ,
While Fred Harris, a Von Steuben drvier education instructor,
says insurance is stressed in the
course of study, the students interviewed by New Expression don't
remember ~ ever being mentioned .
The State Farm Insurance
Company also requires the teen's
most recent grade pomt average.
The lower a teen's g.p.a., the
h1gher the rates will be.
The Allstate representative also
stated that the company is aga1nst
the new Illinois requirement to
carry insurance because its
clients carry insurance against
uninsured drivers.
But, after his bad experience,
Brad favors the insurance requirement. "Don't let anyone drive without insurance," he said. "If you get
into an accident, ~leaves you with
no license and no pride."
Because of the new law requiring car insurance, there will probably be fewer teenage drivers on
the road , although teens may still
be tempted to drive w~hout the
insurance.
Should insurance companies
try to lower their rates for teens
through a general pool of teen
policies? Should companies offer
major deductions on a family car
policy as long as the teen driver
has no traffic violations? Should
driver education classes spend
time discussing insurance and
providing an insurance representative in class?
"Talk Back" would like to hear
your opinions.

,How to Talk Back

ILLIN<?)IS
DRIVER EDUCATION, INC.

• Complete Four Week Classes
• Also Two Week Behind-The-Wheel
• North & South Side Chicago
Locations
• Fast Action on Blue Slips
• Bring a friend and
receive a $10.00 Discount!

CALL TODAY!

777-7733
II
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Doesl the prospect of higher rates from their car insurance
companies after an accident cause teens to drive better?
Will the new state law requiring car insurance make teens
start buying insurance? If not, will the punishment of a $500$1 000 fine cause teens to drive less recklessly?
·
Talk Back wants to know your opinion about teens and car
insurance rates. Send your letters to New Expression to be
printed in next month's issue. Share your view with others.
This is. your chance to Talk Back.
Send your letters to:
TALK BACK
New Expression
207 S. Wabash
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Letters must be received by
November 15, 1988

Cover Story

·,
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Who reaches out to violent teens?
By Ronald Rembert

actions are vanishing.

Last September Blake Docter, a
16 year-old South Holland student, brought a .22 caliber pistol to
school and told friends he was
going to use it to shoot two people:
another student who had assaulted him and a teacher who
caught him smoking, causing him
to be taken off of the soccer team.
Docter first talked to the rival
student that he had fought, but he
did not shoot him.
Instead, he headed for the
teacher, John Hoogewerf, and
asked him, "Is smoking worse than
shooting or killing someone?"
Then he shot Hoogewerf.
Hoogewerf later recuperated from
the wound to his chest, and Docter
has been released on bond awaiting trial.
Did Docter's friends try to "cool
him out"? Did they try to involve a
counselor before it was too late?
Not according to news reports. 1
But Docter's s1mple grudge over
be ing dropped from the soccer
team may result 1n years of prison
and a senous cnm1nal record . It

5.11 you can't distract the person
from a violent plan, sometimes it
helps to talk about the possible
consequences of the violence, the
possibility of going to jail or losing
the respect of friends.

CO~dh~effiSU~d
inde~h.
Scenes like th1s are
more and lll~______~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s;=~--~more common in large cities like
Chicago. Students grow up see- ~ suicide. She talked to him and got
ing violence in childhood. They him and his father to talk to each
see it as a normal solution to their other. Now, Allen's friend is out of
anger or their jealousy.
his depression and is a Boy Scout
Over 30 percent of the 100 Chi- Troop Leader, according to Allen .
cago teens surveyed by New Ex- "He has really gotten himself topression said that they have been gether, " she said.
in situations where other teens
Communication is essential to
threatened violence. Only 43 stopping violence according to
percent of those teens who knew Fred Davis, an administrative
that violence was about to occur assistant at the Audi Home Uuvetried to prevent it. They didn't act nile detention cente r) . "Speak with
as communicators or counselors that person who is threaten ing
when the crisis arose.
violence. Tell that person to think
One teen who chose to act as a of the consequences. What you
communicator, LaShawnda Allen, say and how you say it is impora senior ~ Metro High School, tant," Davis advised.
probably saved a life. A close
Lt. John Kennedy, hostage nefriend of hers was ''very de- gotiatorforthe Chicago Police Depressed" and was contemplating partment, agrees that the best way

to prevent violence is to communicate. In the case of someone
about to ccmmit violence, Kennedy said , "give them other options beside suicide (or violence)."
Here are some guidelines suggested by the experts:

1. If a person talks of violence,
take the person seriou sly, even if
the person seems to be fooling
around. Keep the conversation
alive so that you can be a peacemaker if peacemaking is needed.
2. If the person is giving reasons
for using violence, try to help the
person see other ways to solve the
problem. The guy who's angry at

his girlfriend for seeing another
guy, might be talked into a confronti.1g phone call or a letter
rc-ther than physical violence, or

3. If you offer nonviolent solutions, help the person carry out the
nonviolent solution. Be supportive. The jealous guy might forget
his anger if he's invited to come
with you to a party or game where
he might start having a good time.

4. If the person seems depressed, urge th em to get some
sleep. Try to help them reduce the
stress in their lives-even get
them to party and forget the
causes of their depression at least
momentarily until their violent re-

College Prep Readiness Scor.ing
See College Prep Readiness
Test, pages 12 and 13.
Give yourself the number of
points for each item based on the
letter that you checked in your
own readiness survey on pages
12 and 13.
Personal Readiness Scoring
1. Lectures
A. 0 po1nts (Add 1 point if you
have a photographic
memory.)
B. 2 points
C. 4 points
D. 1 point (Add 1 point if you
actually copy your friend s'
notes.)
2. Exams
A. 2 points
B. 1 point (Add 1 point if your
body chemistry keeps you
sharp beyond 2 a.m.)
C. 4 points (Add 1 point if you put
a "hold" on phone calls.)
D. 2 points (Add 2 points if the
people are a study team that
meet regularly.)
3. Library Research
A. 4 points
B. 2 points

C. 1 point
D. 2 points (Add 1 if you actually
search on your own whenever
possible.)
4. Assigned Reading
A. 2 points (Add 1 point if your
habit is to find a quiet place to
read that allows for
concentration.)
B. 4 points
C. 1 point
D. 0 points
5. Attendance
A. 2 points
B. 3 points (Add 1 point if you
discuss the course outline with
the teacher in order to get
independent work that
challenges you.)
C. 3 points (Add 1 point if you also
try to avoid having "weak"
teachers.
D. 1 point
6.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Assignments
4 points
2 points
0 points
0 points (Add 2 points if you
speak to teachers about
making the class more
challenging and the

assignment work more
relevant.)
School Prep Readiness
1. English class

A. 2 points (Add 1 point if
literature assignments add up
to 18 or more books per year.)
B. 3 points (Add 1 point if your
writing assignments include
more than research papers
and the papers are well
critiqued by the teacher.)
C. 1 point (Add 1 point if literature
assignments add up to 18 or
more books per year.)
D. 4 points (Add 1 point if papers
are well criqtued for styl e and
organization by the teacher.)
2. Social studies class
A. 2 points
B. 1 point
C. 4 points (Add 1 point if
independent projects are well
critiqued by the teacher.}
D. 4 points (Add 1 point if
textbooks and other materials
are up-to-d ate.)
3. Science class
A. 2 points

B. 2 points
C. 4 points (Add 1 point if the lab
has new technical
equipment.}
D. 4 points (Add 1 point if the lab
has new technical
equipment.)
4. . Essay tests
A. 2 points
B. 4 points
C. 0 points
D. 1 point
5. Math classes
A. 4 J:iOints (Add 1 point if the
ccurse you're in is an
Advance d
Pl ace ment
program. )
B. 3 points (Add 1 point if the
summe r course is a co llege
affiliated program such as
the one at liT.)
C. 2 points
D. 4 points (Add 1 point if the
course is an Advanced
Placement course.)
6. Computer programs
A. 3 points
B. 0 points
C. 4 points
D. 2 points

6. If you know that the person is
carrying weapons, do not attempt
to intervene physically. Seek outside help, and if you are afraid for
your own safety because you've
''tricked on" someone, say to the
other person (counselor, parent,
police) that you will only talk to
them about this crisis that you
know about if the outside person
agrees not to involve your name
and to make up another way that
he discovered the problem.
"(Talking} takes away 50 percent of the problem," said Rita
Mitchell, a counselor at the Better
Boys Foundation. Males tend to
be more violent because of the
"macho image" generated by television, movies and parents, ac·
cording to Mitchell. She observes
th at girls are encouraged to be
quiet and sensitive whilo boys are
encouraged to vent their anger
through aggressive behavior such
as fighting.
In fact, girls can refuse to take
seriously a male's threats of violence because they are less familiar with "locker room talk." Rhonda
Jefferson, a junior at Lindblom,
ignored her friend 's threat that he
was going to rob a bank. "I thought
he was kidding," she said. But he
wasn't, and he later went to prison.
He went to prison like 17-year·
old Larry Sims who killed freshrna~ Dartagnan Young last year.
He went to prison like 17-year-old
Ronald Dabner who attacked a
teacher last year. He lost his freedom like Richard Church, who allegedly killed the father and
mother of his girlfriend, and is still
running.
Where are the teen communicators?
~;:: : ;r;;::::: :=: :: ;:ii'::m:;t;rit!'Ilt:;r;:~:;
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Music

musical potential. Brown had little
to say about what went onto that
album, but he scored two hits,
"Girlfriend" and the "Girl Next
I tiest songs on the track. Johnny
Door."
New Edition
Gill delivers a dynamic vocal perHis new album is bound to proformance that 1s very drawn out
duce more than two hits.
Heartbreak
and powerful much like Luther
The first single, "Don't Be
Vandross. It's a sound that most of
Cruel," is about Brown's disagreeNew Edition's fans will thrive on.
ments with a former girlfriend, a
"If It Isn't Love" is the best of the
song that is now a hit video and
five dance numbers. The thumphas stayed number one on the
ing beat seems to catch the exciteblack charts for two weeks.
ment of someone in love.
Another great song, "My Pre"Can You Stand the Rain"
rogative ," is about Bobby's feelblends drums and the effect of rain
ings on the harsh criticism he's refalling with the energetic vocal
cieved. With a strange beat, the
performances of Ralph Tresvant
song is very danceable, but it is
and Johnny Gill.
also good because it has a story
''The Heartbreak" begins and
line that listeners can relate to.
After a two-and-a-half year ends with humorous dialog, a lin"Roni" and "Rock Witcha" have
break from the music industry, gering "im mature" side of New
dreamy rhythmic arrangements.
New Edition is back with a new Edition that their fans don't want
They tell stories of fantasies that
vocalist, a new sound and an them to lose. The single is a high
Bobby and most other guys have
album that's sure to be a success. tempo dance groove that's still
about sex.
has put on the shelves.
"Heartbreak" reflects on each their style.
Bobby Brown
The best and most unusual cuts
His last album called "King of
memt::er's musical ability. Some
Overall "Heartbreak" is a major
in this album are the "Cruel PrelDon't
be
Cruel
the Stage, • released a year after
of the s:ngles have been written to improvement for the group. You'll
ude" and "Cruel Reprise." These
he left New Edition, showed that
provide a more mature sound from like it!
musical selections convey de"Don't
Be
Cruel"
is
the
best
artis-J
their new vocalist.
Kimberly Holt tic performance that Bobby Brown Bobby could make it as a solo spair, power and death all at the
performer, but it didn't reveal h1s
"Boys to Men" is one of the pretsame time .
1
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - On the negative side, "Don 't Be
Cruel" has teo many songs that
are slow and tell the story of loving
a girl. And some of the tunes are
repetitions, such as "Don't Be
Cruel" and "Every Little Step."
But overall, this is a good record
that proves to the public that
Bobby Brown can achieve almost
any heights in the music industry.

H01/ZONS
Youth Services

Kimberly Holt
VALUABLE COUPON!
PHOTOGRAPHY PHOTOGRAPHY

A Safe, FUN Space for
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Youth

• Drop-In center
• Discussion Groups
• Activities
• Education and Outreach
3225 N. Sheffield, Chicago
Call 472-6469 (Day)
or
929-HELP (7-11 p.m.)

SP£0AI. OfFill

OOING MS I>D WHfN YOU CQfll£ FOR YOW Slll"NG NoD
INQ.UIXD w m I YOUil ~R. YOU WIU.Il(CEM EII1£R
8 EXlllA WAUBS OR AN ADDinONAL 8 X 10 FREE Of
CfiAAGf.

OFFER GOOD FROM NOV 1, 1988 TO
MAR. 31. 1988 ONLY.
ffiE PfllfECT GIFT FOR !HAT SPfOAl SOfll£01-1' WI IOU

327-HELP (TTD for
Hearing Impaired)

BE IIIISSING YOU Wi-lcN YOU"RE AWAY ATCOU£C€)
All PHOTOGilAPHY IY APOINTMENT ONLV
flOURS; 9<11 A.M 10 I .(D PM.

MONOAY IHRU SATUilOAY

We're
Here
For You!

AUSTl N ST\JOIO. INc ·
71<1QW '151H 311lffl
CHICAGO 6()6.1;.
C AI.l2ll 9726 FOR APPOINTMENTS

THHI! IS 'IC AD! OONA! C WIG! "' Cl On INC
CHM ..t"''"' C: roR!.tOu >0> •00 OIO'CE.)

Moscow
Classical Ballet
Auditorium Theatre
Direct from the USSR, the internationally acclaimed Moscow Classical Ballet
performs the full length production of Swan Lake.

October 31- 7:30 p.m.
November 1-8:00 p.m.
November 2-2 p.m. & 8 p.m.
Tickets: $5-$42.50
Tickets available at the Auditorium box office, Ticketron or
call the Auditorium at 922-2110.

November 22/23-8 p.m.
November 25- 11 a.m. & 8 p.m.
November 26-3:1 5 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
November 27-1 p.m. & 5 p.m.
Tickets: $12.50-$22.50

ADD THE
CLASSICS TO YOUR
EXTRACUR RIC
ACTIVITIES!

Tickets available at the Pavilio n box office or call Ticketmaster at
559-1212. Group sales: 363-1006.

Ruth Pa..gc,
l knC1•,..

l.a.rry l...ong.
\.~11

lllruWt

Arie Crown Theatre,
McCormick Place
Share the spirit of the holiday season w1th family and fnends dunng the 22nd
annual production of th1s Chnstmas class1cl

December 10, 11 . 14. 17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 27, 28, &31- 2 p.m.
December 9. 10. 11 14 15, 16, 17. 18, 20, 21 , 22, 23, 28, 29, &
30--7 p.m
Tickets: $7--$24
Tickets available through Ticketron at 853-3636.
Group of 20 or more, 791 -6190.
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Calender 1988-89
harder to

OCTOBER

eas~ar schools.

the Dec. 3 SAT. Exam.
11 Deadline to apply for the Dec.
1(} A.C T Exam.
University of ll"nois-Chicago
Open House

I

A

-c::::=:::;;.::::;::::::;::;=::;~~:(?"

Most cofleges g1ve you a choiCe
5 P S A T. Exam.
of adm:ssmns appucation dead13 Late Reg1:;trauon Deadline for
lines If you request an early deadthen Nov. 5 S A.T Exan
line, a.l your forms will be due
(There will be an additional fee
Make a Jist of scholarship comearlier because the college's f1nal
to• all late registration
petitions
that you would be eligi ble
deCISIOn will arnve earlier When
deadlmes.)
apply1ng to colleges, be sure to to enter. Consider your talent (art,
16 l ew1s Umversrty Open House
apply fo r s1milar deadline dates at sports), you r race/ethn icity, par(located 1n Romeoville,
each college. That way you'll get ents' employers or parents' past
lllin01s. Chicago number 1s
each college's final decision at military serv1ce and the organiza242-0015.)
tions you or your parents belong
about the same t1me.
18 P.S.A.T. Exam.
to. Make a calendar of deadlines
22 ACT Exam.
for each scholarship competition
23-24 Chicago National College
you hope to enter.
Fa1r, McCormick Place North.
28 Deadline to apply for the Dec. 4 University of Illinois-Chicago
3 S A.T. and Achievement
Open House (call 996-5045 for
Exams.
more information.)
3 S.A.T. Exam.
5 S.A.T. Exam.
Make a list of five colleges that 7 S.A.T. and Achievement Exams. 10 A.C.T. Exam.
Interest you. Find out what their
University of Illinois-Chicago 23 Deadline to apply for the Jan.
28 S.A.T. and Achievement
deadlines are and if any of them
Open House
Exams.
are sending a representative to 8-9 Maxwell House Black College
your high school or to the College
Fair.
Check your scholarship grant
Fair. Remember to pick a range of 9 Late Registration Deadline for
application due dates. Hustle your
letters of recommendation and
prepare required financial aid and
college application forms over the 15 Late Registration Deadline for
Christmas
vacation.
the March 11 S.A.T. and
Achievement Exams.
20 University of Illinois-Chicago
Open House.

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

FREE YOUR EARS
FROM
HEADPHONES & FEEL
THE MUSIC!

COLLEGE PREP introduces, Stereo Safe
& Souncf": by SPORT ELECTRONICS, INC.

JANUARY

4 Late Registration Deadline for
the Jan. 28 S.A.T. Exam.
13 Deadline to apply for the Feb.
11 A.C.T. Exam.
28 S.A.T Exam.
The Financial Aid Form (F.A.F.)
is available early this month. See
your counselor. File it after Jan. 1
as soon as your parents get their
income tax W-2 Forms and are
prepared to complete their 1987
tax forms.
Make sure you file the F.A.F. at
least one month before your earliest college application deadline.
Allow three to five weeks for processing. With in that time you will
receive an acknowledgement with
an estimated dollar contribution
towards your cost at that school (if
you ask for an estimate).

The remarkable new way to experience stereo sound
from your portable stereo radio or cassette, without the
restrictions of headphones.
This highly fashionable, light weight, nylon
windbreaker is black w/Royal blue trim and comes in S,
M, L or XL. (2X or 3X available by special order)
The Stereo Safe & Soundm jacket is only $62.0~$3.00
shipping and handling. During our introductory period,
when you buy Stereo Safe &Souncf~\ COLLEGE PREP
will give you a stereo cassette player FREE.

Be sure to check the box on the
F.A.F. for the Pell Grant if you are
eligible. Be sure to check the box
for the Illinois State Scholarship
Comm ission Scholarship on the

F.A.F.

FEBRUARY
3 Deadline to apply for the
March S.A. T. and
Achievement Exams.
11 A.C.T. Exam.

COLLEGE PREP, 1359 W. 112th Pl., Box 434829
Chicago, IL 60643-8429• (312) 233-5512

r------------------- I

1__
I

I want the free COLLEGE PREP brochure and 1want to
be entered in the sweeptakes.

I

I __ YES! I want Stereo Safe & Sound™

and a free stereo
cassette player. S, M, L, XL. Enclosed is my check for
$62.00® $3.00 shipping and handling. Please enter me
in the sweeptakes.

1

I
I
I
I
1

Name
A?dress
C1ty
Code

School

--------=-----=----State
Zip
-

-

:
I

I
I
I

I

L-------------------~
BACK TO SCHOOL SWEEPSTAKES NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
YOU MAY WIN A FREE PAIR OF AMIFM HEADPHONES. JUST IN THE
ABOVE ENTRY FORM

II
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TO SECRETARIAL
JOBS WITH PRESTIGE!
OUTSTANDING
TRAINING, DISTINGUISHED FACULTY,
ONE AND TWO YEAR
COURSES, INDIVIDUAL GUIDANCE
ANDPLACEMENT
SERVICE.
327 S LASALLE S111EET
CHICAGO, ll60604
PHONE 922-1&34

615 N. WEST AVENUE
ELMHURST, IL 60126
PHONE 941-1200

Check your college application
due dates. Check your grant and
scholarship application due dates.
Check on your new rank in class
at the end . of the seventh
semester. If it's gone up, ask those
who are writing your letter of recommendation to mention this fact.
If it's gone down, do something
about it during the eighth
semester.

MARCH
6 University of Illinois-Chicago
Open House.
11 S.A.T. Exam.
17 Deadline to apply for the April
15 A.C.T. Exam.
31 Deadl ine to apply for the May 6
S.A.T. Exam.
Look earnestly for a summer
job. Early in the month the Financial Family Statement (F.F.S.)
form becomes available from your
high school counselors. It is also
the best t1me to t1fe. Be sure to
check the boxes for the Pell Grant
and the Illinois State Scholarship
Commission. Allow 6 to 8 weeks
for processing. You'll get an acknowledgement form about three
weeks after you file.
The Student Aid Reports
(S.A.A.) from the Pall Grant Program should be in the mail to you
if you applied through F.A.F. in
January. S.A.R.'s are print-outs
(three identical copies) of the information that the Pell Grant Program has about you. Make sure
the information is correct. Follow
through on any instructions sent to
you on the S.A.R.'s.

APRIL
1 Deadline to apply for the May 7
S.A.T. and Achievement
Exams.
12 Late Registration Deadline to
apply for the May 6 S.A.T.
Exam.

15 A.C.T. Exam.
23 Lewis University Open House.
28 Dead line to apply for the June
3 S.A. T. Exam.
Many colleges send acceptance/rejection letters during this
month. You might also be sent a
packet of freshman orientation
material and forms (room and
board, health, insurance, etc...).
Get the forms in early. If you are
accepted by one school while
waiting for the others to hand in a
verdict, it is a good idea to call the
schools that you are waiting on
and find out the status of your
application. Finalize your summer
job plans. If you haven't found a
job yet, you may not get one. Visit
prospective colleges during your
spring vacation.

MAY
6 S.A.T. Exam.
9-13 Advanced Placement Test.
10 Late Registration Deadline for
the June 3 S.A.T. Exam.
12 Deadline to apply for the June
10 A.C.T. Exam.
4-8 Advanced Placement Test.
11-15 Advanced Placement Test.
20 Advanced Placement Test.
By the end of the month make
sure you have filed all your applications. If you wait later than this,
you'll run into delays in processing.

JUNE
3 S.A.T. Exam.
10 A.C.T. Exam.
Make sure that the college of
your choice has all three copies of
your S.A.A. and a photocopy of
your parents' income tax return.
And before your high school
closes be sure to send a final transcript of your credits to the college
or colleges you are serious about.

Note: July 1, 1988 was tt-le deadline to apply for the Oct. 5 and 18
P.S.A.T. Exams.
Complied by Antonio Sharp

:sPECIAL
1988 PRESIDENTIAL ELE€TION PULL-OUT.
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College Loans
Vice President Bush says he wants to stop giving loans to families that can pay
for their children's education even though the cost of college may mean some
hardship for the family. He claims that he will move that government money to the
lower income families who could not pay the tu~ion even if they wanted to. He also
wants to increase funds for Pall Grants for lower income students.
Bush has proposed funds for tax-free Saving Bonds aimed at encouraging
parents to start saving for their children's college tu~ion years ahead oftime. These
bonds would be sold at the federal level inslead of leaving~ to each state to decide
whether or not to create a savings program.
Mlnumum Wage
Bush supports a system called the "training wage. • The training wage gives the
employer a certain amount of time to train employees at the current $3.35-an-hour
wage. But after the training time, the employer must pay a minumum salary of
$4.55 an hour. (The policy does not yet clear up the amount of time that an employer
can use as "training time. j
Drugs
Bush proposes a major program aimed at penalizing drug dealers in order to
reduce the supply of drugs. He goes as far as to support the death penal~ for
convicted Class X drug dealers. Class X drug dealers are the dealers that are found
w~h a large amount of drugs and because of that amount, can be convicted as
Class X felons.
Both candidates support drug education.
AIDS
Bush says "We must do all we can to stop the spread of AIDS in this country."
He plans to educate all people so that they know that doing certain things may lead
to getting AIDS, and so that they know the ways they cari protect themselves if they
persist in dangerous behavior.
"We have to help the American scientist to find a cure, and by 1990 we have to
increase spending to find a cure," he says. He supports more testing for the AIDS
virus.
Nuclear Arms
Though George Bush supports ending the arms race w~h Russia, he doesn't
want to freeze arms totally unless he would be able to sign a satisfactory agreement
with Russia's Premier Gorbachev. He believes that to stay strong we must keep
learning about nuclear arms and improving them. Therefore, according to Bush,
U.S. will not become militarily weak and can compete with cthsr countries.

Terrell Dawkins
Terrell Dawkins , 18, is not very
excited about casting his first
presidential vote in November. "I
don't feel very well informed
about the election," he said. "The
debates and the information
given out by the candidates are
not written for teens to

Margret Bowman
"I think Dukakis is too soft
when ~ comes down to some
important issues, and I think
Bush is a stronger candidate
because he has more experience. He's been in office as a
Vice President for eight years."
Margret Bowman, 18, a senior
at Lindblom, is a Republican who

·'

'
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College Loans
Governor Dukakis proposes to restore the money that has been taken away
from the college loan program during the Reagan administration and to make
this money available especially to low income families w~h young adults who
want to go to college. He also plans to make it possible for college students and
technical school students to pay back tu~ion loans throughout their careers by
taking reductions out of each pay check.
The amount of these repayments would be determined by the salary of the
individual according to the Dukakis plan. Therefore, graduates who take lower
paying pos~ions in human services would have lower repayment charges than
lawyers and accountants.
Mlnumum Wage
If he is elected, Dukakis claims he will take fast action on a minumum wage
bill which will raise the minumum wage 30 or 40 cents for each of the next three
years until ~ becomes $4.55 an hour for everyone.
Drugs
"I believe that the Reagan administration has been fighting a phony war on
drugs, and I will start a new, more effective campaign, • says Dukakis. He
proposes to work w~h the National Alliance Against Drugs to become involved
with the social problems that lead up to drug abuse, such as preventing the rising
number of runaways, throw-aways, drop-outs and products of abuse who have
given up hope and then turn to drugs.
Both candidates support drug education.
AIDS
"I plan to educate the public about the myths and facts about this terrible
disease. We must encourage more effective ways of caring for people w~h
AIDS, especially home and hospice care, and we must educate teens and
children about AIDS," says Dukakis.
He wants to inform people in high risk groups of the dangerous effects of this
disease and give them an opportunity to have AIDS testing. But he doesn't want
to allow the information on whether they tested pos~ive for the disease to be
used aJainst the individuals, especially in the work place.
Nuclear Arms
Dukakis says he believes that we have enough nuclear arms to blow away
Russia many times over, and we should not continue to concentrate on that arms
race. But he does believe that we have to improve the capabilities of our
soldiers' non-nuclear arms systems. He thinks we should supply more nonnuclear weapons to the armed forces because there is more of a chance we will
need to use traditional weapons than we w ill need to use nuclear arms.

understand.The candidates
don't talk about what's going on
around us.
"I think a lot of us feel left out.
And I think that a lot of young
voters don't vote because of
this."
But Terrell is going to vote, and
he is struggling with the issues
that will determine his vote.
At 55th and West Garfield,

where Terrell lives, the neighborhood is haunted with dropouts
and gangs. That's why Terrell is
concerned about what his candidate, Dukakis, will do about
school reform and college loans.
He's also concerned abut policies on AIDS. "I don't feel that
people with AIDS are being
treated fairly. In some places
they can 't attend school or hold a

job," he said.
Terrell was encouraged by his
mother to register at the Ford
City Mall. He admires the teens
who volunteered to run the registration at the Mall. "I think that
teens should get invoved with the
voting process."
That's why he is struggling
w~h political issues even though
politicians don't seem to speak to
teens.

is very enthused about voting. "It
gives me a feeling of being grown
up," she said. "I registered to vote
in September at the Carol
Robertson Center at 2020 W.
Rooservelt."
"People ask me all of the time,
"Why am I, a black, voting Republican. Republicans are for
rich people.' I just tell them that I
feel that Bush is the better candidate."

"My history teacher, Mr.
McCulley, motivated me to reg ister and vote. He encouraged
me to take a closer look at the
candidates."
"In my neighborhood at 12th
and Washburne, a lot of gang
and drug-related activity exists,"
she explained. "I think the courts
should crack down on people
who sell drugs with stiffer punishments so they would think twice

before they sell drugs again.
Another of her top concerns is
her paycheck once she finishes
high school. "I think the minimum
wage should be increased to
meet the cost of living, and I hope
that Bush will increase it," she
said.
For her first vote, Magret will
vote the candidate, not the party.
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·:·First-time-voters make choices and tEn I why
St.Patricks, is very excited
about casting his first vote in
November. But he's disappointed that so much of the
campaign has emphasised the
candidates' bad points.
Tom enjoys discussing political issues. "Bush is against
abortion; Dukakis favors
women being free to make the
choice. And I think Dukakis is
too liberal on this issue," he

said. But, Tom wants Bush to be
a little more flexible on the important issue of college loans for
lower income students the way
that Dukakis is.
"I thi nk every citizen should
take a realistic look at drugs. It's
not going to go away overnight,
but I think Bush would crack
down on drugs more than
Dukakis wou ld," Tom observed.
"Picking Quayle for a run-

ning mate was a major mistake
by Bush," he said. "Quayle is
inexperienced and has a bad
record. Bentsen, the Democrat,
is a better candidate. Bush's
choice of Quayle is the major
reason that Tom's vote is still
undecided.
"I don't feel that the candidates are addressing young
people as much as they could,"
Tom explained.

problem, she stopped while she
was walking through the 'EI
station at 95th and registered.
"When I see the results on election night, I will know that my
vote is included and that will
make me feel good," she said.
But Amelia doesn't know yet
who will win her vote. Though
her family votes Democratic
and urges her to stay within the
party, she wants to make her

own decision.
To her it seems that all the
candidiates "do is fight each
others' party," and it confuses
her. "I wish someone would try
to explain to us teens what they
are going to do if they get into
office," says Sargusa.
Since she has to travel to
school everyday on the train
and bus, she sees that there is a
problem in not having good

secruity on public transportation. "I hope the new president
will be able to control th is," she
said.
Amelia isn't interested in the
college loan programs. Instead,
she would like to see the grant
money increased. "I would hate
to have to worry about paying
back a loan when I get out of
school," she said.

Tom Runtz
"I am undecided about the
election, but I' II probably go with
Bush because he has more
experience than Dukakis. Even
though Bush has made a few
mistakes, I don't think that
these mistakes should be the
total focus of the campaign!"
Tom Runtz, a senior at

Amelia Sargusa
Amelia Sargusa, a senior at
Metro, wants the new president
to start working against the
gang problem in her neighborhood, which is West on 35th '
Street.
Knowing that her vote can
help select the candidiate who
will do the most to solve this
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ELECTION NIGHT SCORECARD
.

I The Game
It's 9 o'clock in the evening, Nov. 8, and the
first election results are on the news.
Suppose Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Mississippi would go Republican, giving 66 electoral
votes towards the election of George Bush (24
from lllnois plus 12 from Indiana plus 23 from
Ohio plus 7 from Mississippi).
Suppose Vermont, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, North Carolina and Montana would all go
Democratic giving 56 electoral votes towards
the election of Michael Dukakis.
The score at 9 p.m. would be 66 to 56 in favor
of Bush. But the game is not won for George
Bush because he or Michael Dukakis will need
to capture 270 electoral votes to become the
neX1 President of the United States.

The Presidential Scorecard
On election night, when the local news station
begins to broadcast the results of the election ,
you can use this Scorecard to keep track of the
election results.lfTexas, for example, goes Democatic (if more Texans vote for Dukakis then
for Bush), then you score 29 in Column 0 for
the Democrats. lfTexas goes Republican, then
score 29 in Colum n e forthe Republicans. You
will find the number of electoral votes to score
for each state in the column called "Electoral
Votes."
At the end of the evening, you can add up both
columns to determine the Republican Party
(Bush) total and the Democratic Party (Dukakis)
total. The winner must have at least 270 votes.
If they both have 269 votes, then the House of
Representatives will decide who will become
President.
The Scoreca rd also shows you the voting in
each state in 1984, 1980 and 1976 so that you
can see which state changed and made a difference in other elections compared to th is one .

I

1976

ALABAMA
ALASKA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
D.C.
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI

0

••
••
•
0

0
0
0
0
0

••
••
•
0

0

•
•
0
0
0
0
0

MISSOURI
MONTANA
NEBRASKA
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA

••
•

PENNSYLVANIA
RHODE ISLAND

Besides watching the Presidential resu lts,
you can also use this Scorecard to record the
result of the Senate races.
For example, the state of Utah has one Se nator running for election . If a Democrat wins that
office, then you place t he number 1 in the Democratic Senator's Column after Utah. If a Republican wins, then the 1 goes into the Republican
Senators' Column.
After all Senate election results have been
announced, you can tally the number of new
Democratic and new Republican senators.
This number should be added to the current
number of Democratic senators (36) and Republican Senators (31) whose seats are not up
for election.
The party that has the biggest grand total will
control the Senate and hold the chairmanship of
all the senate committees.

SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
-UTAH
VERMONT
VIRG INIA
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING
Winning Party

0

•••
•
••
•
••
••
•
0
0

NORTH DAKOTA
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON

The Senate Scorecard
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PAST ELECT IONS
1980
1984

STATE

•

ByJoshuaKarp

-

-

0

0

0
0

0
0

-

REPUBLICAN
DE,MOCRAT

0
0

()

CARTER
WINS
WITH
297
OUT OF

••
•••
••
•
•
••
•••
•••
••
••
••
•••
•••
•••
••
••
•••
••
•
•••
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

REAGAN
WINS
WITH

••
••
•

••
•
••

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 1988
ELECTORAL VOTES ePARTY0

0

·••
••

•••
••
••
••
••
0

••
••
••
••
•••
••
•••
••
••
••
••

REAGAN
WINS
WITH

489

525

OUT OF

OUT OF

538

538

538

VOTES

VOTE S

VOT ES

9
3
7
6
47
8
8
3
3
21
12
4
4
24
12

SENATE ELECTION
0

•

1
1
1
1

------

------

------

+
36

+
31

=

=

1
1

1

8
7
9
10
4
10
13
20
10

1
1
1
1
1
1

7
11
4
5
4
4
16

1

1
1

1
1
1

5
36
13
3
23
8
7
25
4
8
3
11
29
5
3
12
10
6
11
3
Total: 538

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Tot:

Tot:

Who is going to receive
more than 269 votes?

33

Winner!

•

0

Confusing

'e l e~tion

talk' unjumbled
Channel7

Channel9

,

The .kfea :~

"Dukakis is out of the political mainstream in a whole
host of areas, according to
James Baker, George Bush's
campaign manager.
"Dukakis effectively demolished the Bush image of
him as some sort of dangerous, radical !eft-winger,"
according
to
William
Schneider,a political analyst.
"Bush was painting him in
very extreme colors for the
last month."

rght-wiogeror left-winaecor
.,:-~--------~
the center, refers to the type of
that a politician ~pporls.
Liberals or ~ft-wingers believe that govemments'should solve
social ptob~ros such as poverty. h<>l~h!:!l.essQess and.tbe.abuse of
civil rights. The liberalsorleft-wingers~~e usually more ~pentonew
and sometimes risky solutioosthantb~;tlghfwlnger~. People such
a$ Dr. Martin LutharKingorJohry.F"~: Kennecfy woukibeqonsioered ·
liberals or left-wingers.
··· · :
,.,. ,..
,. ,,,:·••,
,.,
Rtght-wingers or conservatives prefE!f to·support l~al solutions
to probfems and, through good taw an~forder, cause individual
citizens to do the right thing. People' sUch as Ronald Reagan ard
Jim Thompson would be considerecf 'oor(servatives~\ \: · ''' ·::.
Liberals tend to be open to change;wtlit~ cons~rvatlve.s emphasize what they consider to be good about the present and the past.
The poiHical mainstream or cant~rrefers to what ls pictured as
·• lhe majority of Americans, who are. it)~ral about some things and .
. conservative about other things. .• don't normally .·
carill- .
dates who appears to be too far
So
nel ·
·newscaster Rick:Rosenthal re~>Or;1:edjl)at ~·..."··~"'"'• • "'"'f'•"••••"
bein~)"io~·j of tt:iEHX:>Iitli~lmilliri~itream
•·· Schneider was accusing,.....,.,,_...,_
· alarm
Voters who

:.

aS

ByAIIsonMcKenzie

"With only about five weeks
until election day, ~
12ru::!1 states attorney Richard
Daley has become more and
more visible."

Channel32

"'We didn't win but we didn't
get demolished either.' Once
again Paul Simon was trying
tonight to put the best~ on
disappointing vote totals."

"Bentsen has long backed
vorable tax treatment for business. He also shows a conservative bent by being a~ on
most military issues.·

Trying to mak~ ::.m,.,...,,..nl
such as':adebate~
candidate ' Is called
People who favor apartlcu!ar
candidate will say that he or
she came out ahead in the
even( such as a debate or
eTection re-sults. In this ·case .
Paul ..Shl1on was'' acwalfy
trying to make the vote totals
better than 1
Have you listened to your favorite newsanchors
lately and felt that they were speaking a foreign
language?
The use of special election jargon during the campaign can often be confusing to listeners who are
unfamiliar with the political terms.
To help our readers understand what's going on
during this election season, New Expression offers

::

Carolina Gaete
16
Chile
Holy Name H.S.

Early this month the people of Chile
prepared themselves for election day by
storing up food and flashlight batteries
because they expected military attacks
and bombings during the election
brought on by the president now in
power, Augusto Pinochet.
Carolina Gaete watched the news of
the election on Oct. 5, caught between
fear and hope. She was only four-yearsold at the time that her father was imprisoned for nine months because he was
suspected of political opposition by the
military. She knows a bit about that part
of her childhood in Chile from what her
relatives tell her.
"After my father_'s release, my family
was exiled from Chile. Amnesty International intervened on our behalf and we
obtained a U.S. visa. I've been a resi-dent here ever since," she said.
"The military sought to imprison, enslave, or kill anyone they suspected of
rebelling agai n~t them. Now, this year,
1 we could have the first free election
we've had in fourteen years.
"The Chilean teens that I know in
Chicago share my dream for a brighter
future. We discuss politics together
most of the time. We know that teens in
Chile are risking their lives by protesting
injustice. Those between 14 and 20 join
the party called The United Left Party.
"I don't think teenagers here care
much about politics. They rarely talk
about it. They seem to pay more attention to themselves," she observed.

Expression conducted interviews with foreign exchange students and emigrant
teens who live in the Chicago area. The

: as·

Two years ago Lisa Lee was discussing the Korean elections with her teenaged friends. "Korean youth talk about
government. They talk about which
candidate is best," Lisa explained.
Koreans usually have three or four
candidates to choose from.
"U.S. teens don't want to discuss
politics because it's boring!" she observed. "I really wish that they were
more interested in government."
Lisa approves of a 20-year-old minimum voting age, which is the law in
Korea. She thinks high school students
don't usually know enough about government to be voting at 18.
According to Lisa, the 20-year-old
college students in South Korea are
politically active- the way U.S. college
students were in the 1960's. "They're
demanding that more colleges be built
and that the government permit them to
meet North Korean students," she said.
They also protested the government's
refusal to allow North Korea to help plan
and produce the Olympics.
Lisa admitted she was home sick
when she watched the Olympics on
television, but she's also pleased that
her parents emigrated to find education
for her, her sister and her two brothers.
During her freshman year she studied
at Mather and at Good Counsel, and
now she's living in the suburbs.
So far, she's noticed that most U.S.
students in the suburbs and the city
avoid one type of education: political
education.

.:::.:.:.::

some translations for this "Election Talk."
Want some more?
Lame Duck president: an elected official who is 1
serving out his term who cannot be re-elected or
1
decides not to run for election.
Frontrunner: the candidate leading in the polls.
Ticket: a list of candidates supported by a certain party.

ByV!adimlreHerard

four profiles below reveal some interesting
similarities and differences between U.S.

teens and their counterparts in othe
lands.

Dirk Hinze
17
West Germany
Naperville H.S.

Hanneke Bakker
19
Holland
Glenbard South

Lisa Lee
15
South Korea
Glenbard South H.S.

I

' buiklup of mil~ary weapons is
called a ~- Those who
oppose a military weapons·
b;uildupare uSually referred to
doves>·

It's speak-out time for foreign teens .
Are teens everywhere in the world bored
by politics?
In order to answer that question, New

Ajti~Jiician whg

strOng military power and

"Even though I'm old enough to vote
in Holland, I'm not really interested in
politics," insisted this young exchange
student who's learning what it's like to
be a senior in a U.S. high school.
"Some people my age join a party in
Holland called Young Peoples Freedom and Democracy Party. But most,
like me, aren't that interested in politics."
Hanneke admits she has to work on
her English in order to follow the presidential campaign on TV and to handle
her speech and U.S. history classes.
"In Holland, candidates don't pass
out much propaganda or prepare TV
commercials. So people aren't informed or interested," she said.
"But here in the U.S., it's really sensational. They make a big show of the
campaigns on TV. I don't know much
I about how U.S teens feel about politics
because I've only been here twc
months, but I would say that U.S. teens
know more about campaigns than
people in Holland."
When Hanneke finally does improve
her English, she hopes to use her linguistic skill in English, French, Spanish
and German to land a job in tourism.
"Maybe then I will be interested in voting," she said.

I

I
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On Sept. 25, when Dirk Hinze's
American Studies teacher asked
whether the class of thirty had viewed
the presidential debate the night before,
only four or five, including Dirk, raised
their hands.
"Teenagers here aren't interested in
the presidential campaigns," said Dirk
after two months of observation. "They
almost never discuss it. When they do,
they judge a candidate more on his
appearance - how he looks or speaks than on his proposals."
"In West Germany, most teens aren't
very interested in government either,
but they are more attentive to issues
than to looks. For example, some teens
when they reach the voting age at 18
join a party called the Green Party,
which is dedicated to a safer and
cleaner environment."
Dirk isn't sure whether to return to
Germany in June or not. If he decides to
make the U.S. his home, he intends to
take a course which people here his age
1
almost ignore. "II I had enough money,
I would stay here in the U.S. and study
political science." he says.

I
1

I
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College freshman tastes independence
By Jack Stoller

would wake up at ten o'clock, and
loud music was playing. f was in a
Sure, you have to leave all of
panic at the thought of trying to live
your high school friends. Sure,
the entire year on a concert stage.
you have to leave a city that
Would I be able to study once
you've come to know. Sure, you
classes started? Will r ever be
feel scared about being out on
able to sleep? Will the stuff on my
your own, all by yourself. But
desk ever stop vibrating to the
going away for college has one
beat?
enormous advantage that overI considered my options. The
shadows any doubts you might
resident advisor said if anyone
have: YOU GET TO LEAVE
made noise during "quiet hours,"
YOUR PARENTS!
we could report them, and they
I'm not saying that anyone's
would be put on probation-two
parents are so terrible to live with.
more offenses and they would
As for myself, mine happen to be
have to leave the dorm. But then
very nice. It's just that the little
again, I had to live next door to
things they would do and say after
these people the whole year-and
f turned thirteen used to get to me.
threatening their stay in the dorms
Little things like saying, "What
might not be the best way to start
time will you be home?" or "Don't
a warm neighborly relationship.
you have homework to do?" or
The first few days there, I was a
"How about spending this sum~
little bit too intimidated to ask them
mer at an all-boys camp?"
~~·
to turn the volume down. But I
Let'sjust saythataftereighteen
ended up asking them-nicely.
years of dealing with variou~ rd :>s
Illustration by Buenos Jones And a shocking aC.u~ reaction
and mood swings, going .away to pendent life right away.
paper, announcing, "Mr. Mussolini or telling me when to come home occured: They were VERY NICE
college meant a sudden r;;sh of
For instance, I fulfilled my child- wants to see you," suggesting that or telling me that they disapproved about it.
freedorn for me.
hood fantasies of having candy I should be accompanied by a of my romantic habits.
And I hadn't considered how
Of course, it took somA getting bars for dinner. The u~imate fan- priest at my side saying, "Be
It wasn't like living in an apart- much I might want to blast MY
used to. After my parents drove tasy supper in my freshman year brave, my son."
ment because I didn't have to music throughout the year. Before
me to school and helped me un- consisted of an evening of string
It daw()ed on me one day that, worry about buying things like food 1went to college, 1never felt a need
load my luggage, we had our final cheese, fudge stripes and Hawai- even though the university was an or toilet paper.
It was a place to play loud music. But, after
goodbyes, and then ...they left. 1 ian punch.
institution of learning and all, I was where the sophomores next door struggling with a paper or blowing
was just standing there, stranded
I discovered that I had been pa- being treated as ...well, as an would celebrate life by blasting an exam or losing my keys, f disin a town of 100,000 strangers.
roled from high school. I could go adult!
their music all night.
covered how wonderfully thera"Well", 1thought, ''what the hell to class ...or not go to class. I could
Then there was the independI thought, okay, no big deal, I peutic it can be to crank the voldo 1do NOW?"
be on time ... or I could be late. It ence of dorm life. For me, dorm life can survive this for one night. But ume up to a good ear-damaging
1can't remember the one par- was okay. No one would write me was like no other kind of living ar- that's how it went ALL WEEK level.
ticular point when 1finally came to up or yell at me. No student aid rangement. It wasn't like living at LONG.
The most important thing I found
enjoy being there, but 1 did dis- walked into one of my classes with home because I was on my own
I would go to bed at one o'clock, out about dorms is to STAY AWAY
cover the advantages of inde- one of those ominous slips of with nobody telling me to clean up and loud music was playing. I FROM THEM when I need to
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------..;...----~------------study. There are always people
around who want to talk or waste
time.
Even if I went into my room and
locked the door, I could still hear
people playing music and talking.
There I would be, trying to decode
my psychology notes, when, in
the space of sixty seconds, I'd
THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO
Come to an Open
hear:
OPEN
THE MOVE TO EXCELLENCE ...
"Hey Roomie! Where're my
House at Roosevelt
AN EXCELLENT MOVE
shoes!"
HOUSE:
University on Sunday,
"...S -s-s-sa~ n' papa's here, and
ROOSEVELT
PROJECT UPWARD BOUND SPONSORS
we're, in effect..."
November 13 and
"Oh, my God, you want to join a
UNIVERSITY
PRE-COLLEGE PROGRAMS POR
learn why Roosevelt
frat? Don't you want to have an
SUNDAY,
HIGH SCHOOL AND ELEMENTARY STUDENTS
identity of your own?"
may be the place to
"Check in your closet, Roomie!"
NOVEMBER
PROJECT UPWARD BOUND: A college preparatory program for
"JOHN!
YOU 'VE GOT A
earn your degree or
high school students designed to generate the academic skills and
13
PHONE CALL!"
acquire additonal
competency necessary for success at the college level. Classes
"Let me in! I forgot my keys!"
1-4 P.M.
begin Oct. 8, 1988.
"WHO IS IT?"
college credits. Our
"You wanna go to Trito's todeans and department heads can
THE ACT TEST PREPARATION: A 16 week intensive academic
night? Steve's band is gonna be
preparatory review course for the ACT geared for college bound
playing there.
tell you about Roosevelt's many
high school juniors and senio rs. A minimum 25% score increase
"I won't be losing my identity, I'll
academic programs and answer
is guaranteed!
.
be meeting a lot of people who
Classes begin Oct. 8, 1988.
have the same interests as me .. ."
your questions. Counselors will be
"Thanks."
available to discuss financial aid,
THE SCHOLAR'S PROGRAM: A 14 week "Youth Think Tank" for
"ITS TERRY!"
college bound elementa;y students in grades 6, 7, and 8. Classes
"Push it real good!"
admission reqJirements and career
begin Oct 8, 1988.
At that point, I'd slam my noteplanning. Please call to let us know book, throw on a jacket, and go
Screening tests will be scheduled for September 17, 24th and
if you plan to attend. We 're looking hiking through the wind and the
October 1st in Taft Hall at 9:00am. Residual date Oct. 8.
snow to get to the library.
forward to showing 'you why
I knew then that even though
All classes will be held on the UIC campus. Student electives, and
living in the dorms gave me more
Roosevelt
is
the
university
with
the
much more. For further ir.formation and applications:
freedom than I'd ever had before,
perfect learning environment.
it didn't give me the freedom to
CALL OR WRITE
study in my own room.
PROJECT UPWARD BOUND
So, now that I've had my first
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO
sweet taste of freedom, now that
BOX 4348, M/C 342
I'm a seasoned veteran of the
CHICAGO, IL 60680
college scene, a "big man on
TEL: 996-5045 or 996-4565
campus" if you will, I know I won't
APPLY NOW!
make the same mistakes again.
I won't sleep through a midterm .
I won 't start research on a paper
Downtown
Campus:
430
S.
Michigan
Avenue,
ASK FOR JANICE LAWS
the
night before it is due.
Chicago, IL 60605 341-3515
And I definitely won't knock on a
door that has a wire hanger

{'2

JJ .

UIC

The University of Illinois at Chicago

YOU'RE INVITEDI

Roosevelt University
WELLSPRING OF SUCCESS

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ L-----------------------~ wrapped around the doorknob.
New Expression October, 1988
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Special College Fair Edition
Try New Expression 's Self Study:
By Kevin Davy
Every year, thousands of teens
in Chicago ponder the same question. Am I ready to meet the challenge of college?
Public school records indicate
that over 50 percent of Chicago's
1987 seniors said that they
wanted to continue their education

after high school.
Unfortunately, some oi these
same sen iors are not quite ready.
Consider this fact: more Chicago
students drop out (or are asked to
leave) college after the iirst year
than in all the rest of the years
combined.
So, if you plan to attend college,
how will you know whether you

can cut the mustard? Are you
ready to meet the challenges of
college? In order to help you
answer these question, New
Expression has devised a new
college readiness survey, the
A YR (Are You Ready) Evaluation.
The only way this assessment
will be successful is ii you answer
all oi the questions honestly. Un-

I

Check .the box- that}s closest to. ered in the test. .
·' :
¥QYr styl&,
,,,
08. Walt for iny favorh& TV
1. While my
usually:

t~achedslect~·ring! *
·.

shows to go off, tum
anQ study until

DO. Skip the re~ding except for

on the radio

t.am fo(:) tlr$d:.·to

absorb any more.
:f
Find a qul~t . pfac.~.

De.

like the ACT and SAT, these results are simply a personal profile
of your college readiness-known
only to you. Hopefully. the results
will help you evaluate your
strengths and weaknesses and
allow you to work for improvement.
This evaluation is divided into
two sections. The first looks at per-

I JC'!tinn•~nfmv·:::' l

very sharp teachers becau$e Ican
usualfy bluff in class or avoid being
called Qfu',;{
:
-~-:

====:

·. .

;.;::::::::

sonal study skills essential to
achievement in college. The second looks at the high school classroom and how well it is preparing
you for college.
When you 've completed both
surveys, turn to page five for the
rating chart. Each answer has a
point value. Determine how many
points you

6. In handling assignments and

papers:

··

OA. I usually $ta~ rlgnt after .

they'rexassigned, figuring out ·
5. I attend classes:
, .
wha! l·wm
to do and planD k in :::order ·:to .stay oUt: ·ot rilng the time do i
·
trouble, butl ust.iaJiy get there;· if I DB. l usuatly wait untll they
thinldhe class is bOring and l know come due; thi3n l work tinder a
the ,;
. .
cUt OT lot of pressure, but I usually get
.·:·. .
;:;.

mt!dy

.;:;

Mac

to

,..,_,.n.,. .,.:

·:::::

·;.;.==::··

ATTENTION HIGH
SCHOOL ARTISTS
The Early College Program at
The School of the Art Institute of
Chicago is offering courses
for college credit

- ~
-·,.= U:

YOU CAN GO
TO COLLEGEII
Before you sacrafice your grades
to excel in sports;
join the service or
sign away the first six
(6) years of income
after graduation
just to pay for your
education. STOP!

That's the great thing about buslllcss.
I f you're willing lo work hard. the opportun ities <Jrc
wide open. But don't kid yourselfthe first thing you have to work on is your bus1ness education.
Our RA. degree programs 111 Business Administrat ion.
Accoun ting. and Computer l nformal 10n Svstems and
Manage ment are as accessible as they a r~ practical.
Financial aid allows the maj ori ty of our Chicago
campu s students to pay little or no tuition.
And if you want special tutorin g,
or courses 111 English as a second language.
youll get as much help as you need.
Best of all, a Business B.A. from National College
opens doors at many of Ch1cago's top companies.
Which is exactly what you need
when you're starting in business. A chance.
For more information, call 62 l -96:i0.

We have a program
that can help you
earn scholarships
and/or
grants
based on your academic ability in stead of your plhysical strength , even if
your g rades are not
quite the best .

NAfiONAt COLLEGE
O f lDU< Al ION

NCE

I O UNf)ff) lllll6

:\atumal Collc~e 111 Educat1on Offiet· ol \un11s""n'
II'S. .\l 1c hi~~ n A1.: .l'h 1 ca~o. II hO!iO:I

,,

Call Today
427-8306
for more
information

Earn one college credit attending c lasses on
Saturdays and Sundays. Courses include: :
Painting/Drawing
Fashion
Sculture

Photography
Video
Graphics Design

Learn how to expand , personalize, and
document a porfolio for future college
admission. Financial aid is available
in the form of scholarships or work/study
based on merit and/or financial need.
Call 443-3777 for catalogue and information.
Classes begin
ory 26, 1988

"~
E
ti

'Rate me as a college prospect'
What's you high school's College Prep Readiness?
De.

Expects us to relate the text ence proJects as well as studytng of college prep math because too
book content to our own lives and scientific laws and theories few students enroll, but I've en~
~ to the iss~s of 1B88 with opinion 1hrough lectures, readings and lab rolled in summer classes.
f papers, projects in the community experiments.
ts llmrted to algebra and ge·
1. In E!!91ish class, we:
and dtscussions o1 controversial '
ometry at the college prep levt:~l.
A. Mostly study literature and· topics.
4. On essay tests. most of my OD. Offers computer appticaoccasionally wrrte papers.
, 0 D Assig!1$ readings and offers teachers expect us to:
tions <lf math in addition to adD B. Mostly write research pa- factures covering fopics and then l
vanced theory courses such as
pars, study grammar and read tit· tnvites discussion of the topic, tD A. Give the answers as wtftten calctllus.
erary works.
making us support otJr positions in~ in class notes.
~
DC. Mostly do exercises in our t essay exams.
Analyz& and inlerpret the
Th&romputer programs allow:
textbooks and read literature in
Jacts in a logical and original
1 3. rn my science class:
compOsition.
fDA. Hands-on experience using
class.
OD. Write research papers. ;
i OC. --wedon'ttJstJallytake computers for dHferenf applfcaessays, aod creative forms; dis- t D A. We usuallymemorize equa- l essay exams. usuaBy teachers f tions such as word processing,
cuss and analyze literah.tre.
~ tiorts and form was in the class· t. give multiple cholc& and ffll-in-thG- f math problem-solving, ~nd re[ room for tests and work on exer- blank exams.
f search projects.
2. In social studias class, our cises in our texts.
ID 0. Answer general questions DB.--we don't have any comteacher usually:
DB. We usually are required fo giventousinreviewsessionsthat puf:errourses.
do one or two lab assignments a involve memotttatlon of facts.
De. Programming and hands~
on experience.
A. Lectures most of the time, semester, but we mostly work out
S. My school's math program:
QD. Theory courses in computer
revtewtng facts and tnterpreMg of our textbook.
Qc. We work in the lab and
prograrnrntng only,
them for us.
0 B. Has us recite facts, take analyze the results of lab tests and 10 A. lndudes college-level math
quizes and work on projects. that apply advanced math skills to lab eoursesforfouryears, and I intend (Turn to PageFrvetoflndthescore
to be enrolled for four years.
for each response and to daterwe can take out of reference problems.
0 D. We work on individual sci· DB. Does not include four years mfne your own score.)
books.
Check the box that is closest to

~style.

De.

D

1

Os.

s.
1

0

PREP BEFORE YOU TEST
G . R. A. s. P. TM
(Grade, Reward, Aspiring,
Students, Program)
We have just
made best beHer!

Our ACT/SAT Prep Program is second to none.
Here are just some of the reasons why we can
make a difference in your future. Our: staff provides in1ense course review; examines the
methods of testing as well as explores with you
all of your career options, but we don't stop
there. If you are serious about your future and
want to know what great extras we have
added call or write:
G. R. A. S. P.
(a subsidiary of Koncept-2)
P.O. Box 1280
Chicago, IL 60690-1280
(312) 427-8306

Come to

Readiness
Rating Chart
Rate yourself according to total
potnls. Use the scoring torm on
page tiV&.
53--45 points
Lool<in' good!

44·36 points
You need to work for a better

edge.
36-28 points
Time to evaluate and upgrade.
28 to 20 points

Overhaul time!
Ask for help.

20 to 0 po1nts
You can't be serious!

Will you be
among the students who
raise their SAT scores
250 points?
You might be. Many students
who have taken our prep course

formerly Felician College

Where you are a name -- not a number

have increased lhe1r scores 150.

Offering:
Small Class Size
Personalized Instruction
Two-yecr UI:Jeral Arts study
Witr. programs in:
PRE-HEALTH
ART
ADDICTIONS COUNSELING
BUSINESS
COMPUTER SCIENCE
PRE-LAW
TEACHER EDUCATION
GERONTOGOLOGY
VOICE
HUMAN SERVICES

200 250 points or more. Call.

Another 250 points can make a
big difference.

!KAPLAN
SIANUYH KAPIAN!OUCAIIQNA!(]NIERUO
1\SK/\ll<lUTOU~
COMPUHIIV~ 0 l~AGN~TIC

IVAIUIITION ANOA!IOUT
PIITIIWAYTOCOUt:C.t ··OUR FOUR·
HOURLOLLI:.GE COUNSELING Sl.MJNAR

OPEN HOUSE -- Wednesday, November 16
Meet MONTAY COLLEGE Representatives
at Booth 229 at the NACAC College Fair
in McCormick Place October 23 - 24.
Call or write TODAY for informa11~m:

MONTA Y COLLEGE
Office of Admissions and Records
3750 West Peterson Avenue
Chicago, IL 60659
(3 12) 539-1919

JOIN A KAPLAN'S
STRATEGY SESSION
DONI COMP£Tt Wrni
A KAi'LAN ST\JDf.N T- BE ONE
CALL DAYS, EVES, & WEEKENDS

ARLINGTON Hl:: tuHTS
CHICAGO/NOR T H
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
HIGHLAND PARK
LA GRANGE CE NTE'l

437-6650

764·5151
346· 9346

433 7410
)52 5340

... continuing the Felician tradition

(REGISTER TODAY!!)

Elmhurst College . . . Preparation for a Satisfying Career
Education for a Satisfying Life
• Tradition in the Liberal Arts since 1871
• More than 50 fields of study, including Business
Administration, Education, Nursing, Computer Science,
Social Sciences, Humanities, Natural and Physical Sciences
• 1800 day students, with residence space for 600
• Location just 16 miles from downtown Chicago

'Elmhurst Co/lese

• Over 40 student organizations and activities ....
radio station, newspaper, student government,
fraternities and sororities, academic and honor clubs,
14 athletic teams, much more
• Costs well below the averages for private colleges,
and more than $4 million in financial aid awarded
annually
• Classes averaging 22 students, and ratio of one
faculty member to each 15 students

Look interesting? Visit the Elmhurst bootr at the CHICAGO COLLEGE FAIR ... BOOTH 105
V1sit the Etmhurs• carnpus at FALL OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 13
~ 2 : 30 p.rr
For nforr1at1or or to arrange a campus v1sit cor lac the E rnhurst Col ege Adm1sstor Office at 617-3400
19C P,.ospec· Elmt urst II nets 6C 26
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Special
College
Fair
Edition
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Make informed college choices-__..
By Tracey Deutsch

How early can I
begin taking courses
in my major field?
How does the
college match up .its
freshmen roomates?
Does the school
offer credit for
internship?

So, you know you want to go to college. Maybe you even have a few schools
that you're considering and that you want to know more about. Luckily, there's a
College Fair coming up. Now, what do you do?
Ask questions, of course !
The college reps at the Fair and those reps that you may speak to at a college
open house are paid to provide you with good answers. But, first you need to be
prepared with good questions.
The questions that follow were
suggested by college sophomores who just spent their fresh man year learning what questions
they failed to ask. These are the
questions they would have asked
if they had the chance to be high
school students again.

1. Questions that wil l help
you find a college that Is
strong In your probable
major f ield ...
(Note· in all of these questions the

(blank line) stands for your probable major field such as drama,
marine biology, business, nurse
practitioner, education of the deaf,
etc.)
a) What percentage of the student
body is enrolled in
as a
major ?
b) How many full-t ime faculty
members teach in the _ __
department?
c) Does the
department
place students in internships or do
students need to find their own?
d) What percentage of the upper-

1ERMPAPER.
::

Need help paying for college?
TCF has the money you need
to make the grade. We have all
types of loans availableGuaranteed Student Loans
(GSL), Supplemental Loans
for Students (SLS) and loans
for parents (PLUS). And we
offer COMMANDCREDIT;· a
home equity loan for parents,
which provides an alternative
to the traditional s tuden t
loans and which may be tax
deductible.
TCF also offers a variety
checking, savings, consumer
loan ancf ins urance products
through our 12 Illinois offices.
TCF has provided over
100,000 loans to help students
wilh their ·paperwork.· To find
out how we can help you . mail
in TCF's reply card frmn lhe
m iddle of this magazine or call
us toll free at 1-800-255-4943.

of

classmen in the department receive internships each year?
e) Describe some of the internships that students were offered
last year.
f) Are _ _ maJors required to
complete an internship or a special project? ( Are the internships
during the summer? During the
school year? Dunng a year that is
added beyond senior vear?)
g) Does the college 'lave undergraduate work-study oosrtions in
_ __ ? On the average how
many are offered?
h) Does the school offer credit for
mternships , research projects or
for work-study posrtrons?
1) How many of the courses rn
whrch are listed rn the
college's catalog are offered every year? How often are the others
offered?
j) Does the school offer study in a
foreign country as part of a major
in
?
k) How many students from
_ _
department were accepted into graduate school last
year?
I) How many students from
_ _ department accepted jobs
within that field?
m) How early can I begin taking
courses in my major field?

2. Questions that will help
you
evaluate
the
college 's requirements
for graduation ...
a) Is the college on a quarter or a
semester syste m? How many
total semester or quarter hours are
required for a degree? How many
semester or quarter hou rs are
needed to complete a major?
b) Does the school have a "common core" of courses required for
graduation? How many quarter or
semester hours are demanded to
complete this core?
c) Do these core courses include
cultures other than Western White
culture? (Name the cultu re(s)
you're interested rn studying, such
as African Asran. Hispsanic, etc.)
d) Are there chorces of classes
. wrthin each •eq uired area of study
such as literature socral studies
and science? If so. does the catar-

--

TCF

I (I II \ '\h. I\(, \ '\ I) '> \ \1 '\(,<,. I. \ .

I

) chool of A lrbru)h A rt) 1
1330 S Villa Ave;
Villa Park IL 60 181
(3 12) 834-7333

l
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Air- brush Po rnting
Photo- Retouching
Photo -Restoration
I
I
Call or write fo r fre: J
color Brochure
..__

___

ask college reps the right questions
log describe the choices or do I
need to request t~at information_?
e) I have trouble wrth
; will
I have to take a _ _ class? If so,
is there some way I can get special
help?
f) Can I receive credit for Advanced Placement Courses or
can I test
out of an introductory course by
passing a placement test? If so,
does the credit I receive apply to
the required area of credits or
does it apply to my electives?
g) What is the class size of most of
the required courses? Can students meet with professors in
these classes or are they restricted to Teacher's Assistants?

3. Questions that will help
you JUdge specific admissions reawrements ...
a) De you neec a rnm mum A.C T
or S.A.T test score to be ad mitted? If so. what 1s the m1n1mum
score?
b) Does the admissions committee emphasize any one part of
your appl1cat1on more than others? ( For example, emphasizing
test scores over high school
G.P.A. or emphasizmg outiside
activities as much as grades.)

14. Questions that will help
you uncover the college's
Financial Aid policies ...

a) What percentage of the student
body receives financial aid?
b) What percentage of the student
body has a job on campus?
c) If I secure a scholarship by
applying to an organization or by
competing in a talent contest, will
that scholarship money be subtracted from my financial package
from the school?
d) Are there scholarships available to upperclassmen in the
_ __ department? What percentage of upperclassmen in the
department are on department
scholarships?
e) By what date in this school year
will be not1f1ed ot my financial a1d
package?
f) Does the college have any program des1gnec to help mmonty
students f1nance their education?
If so, who IS 1n charge, and how
can I get in touch with the office?
g) Does all tuition have to be paid
in full before a student can begin
classes?

5. Questions that will tlelp
you check out the student
body..

I

a) What's the racial breakdown of
the student body?
b) What's the breakdown by gen-

The Premier College
For Great Career
Opportunities In The
Arts, Media And
Communications

Columbia College offers
degree programs or
specialized study in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Television
Film and \'ideo
Photograph:
Radio
Sound Engmeenng
journalism
Public Relations
Ad,·ertismg
Arts..\1anagemem
English ~
Theater
.'v1US1t
Dance
Frne ;\ rts
Interior Desrgn
Graphtl -\ns'
Advenrsrng -\rt
Ficuon \\ rnrng and
Sctence M athematics

Columbia can provide you
with:
• lnrernships
• Small classes

• Hands on expenence
• State-of the art equrpment
• .\1\ornrng, afternoon. and
evenrng classes
• Pro fessronal quality studios
and facrliues

der?
c) What percentage of the student
body is from a foreign country?
d) Are there dormitories reserved
for special groups such as an international house or a medical
students house?
e) Are there organizations on
campus for specific racial/ethnic/
religious groups? How do students get in touch with them?
f) Has the college experienced
racial tensions, protests, physical
harrassment in the past year?
g) What percentage of students
belong to sororities and fraternities?
h) How does the college match up
its freshmen roommates? Can
freshmen change roommates
during the year?

?•
•

6. Questions that will help
you learn about the
college's " away-fromhome" services ...
a) What k1nd of emergency medical services are provided as part of
being a member of the student
body? What type of walk-in medical services are available and
what are the costs? Can I use the
campus medical service with my
parents' health insurance?
b) Is there free personal counseling?
c) What type of tutoring services
are available? Are they free?

Illustration by Lawana Fox
d) Is there a student banking system?
e) Do dorms allow for cooking?
For example, can you bring a hot
pot? Are there dorms with kitchen
facilities for the students?
f) Does the meal service offer
options such as a salad bar, diet

dishes, creating a sandwich?
Does the food plan require purchase of a guaranteed number of
meals per week whether the student eats in the cafeteria or not?
g) Do the dorm counselors change
every year, or are they experienced and available to help students?

And all of this is located in the
hub of creativity-the city of
Chicago-where you will
make your contacts and find
your job after
you graduate.
For information,
write or call:

Columbra College Chrcago
600 South .\1rchigan ,-\\·e
Chicago, IL 6060S-19q6
312 6(13-1600

• /\ dedicated facult\ of
workrng pro!essronals
• An actl\'e career plannrng
and placement office with
record breakrng placement
StatiStiCS
• l,;p front LOmprehenSt\'e
finanCial assistance
C"lumb1a Collc~e admus students wuhout rc~ard 1•' race. color. sex. relig1on physical handicap. age and nauonal or ethmc ongm
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' ~oto~~earchlor

UNIVERSE CITY

Part one of "Ecko's Search for Jmverse ')tty" was created ny Chtcago students in Project
College Bound w1th art work by Lorraine Geyes Project College Bound IS a program n whteh
teens help other teens with thetr preparaoon tor college admtsston, tndudtng the formation of htgh _
school college clubs and the traimng of student peer college counselors.

flJ(D, AN Au EN FOOM ANOTHEA .saAR
5YSTEM HAS LQST HER. WAY.· •

Watch next month's issue for the next
episode of Ecko's search. Illustration
by Lorraine Reyes.

What if you put
a great university
in the middle of
a great city?
You'd have the best of both worlds-a place
w here you can benefit from Chicago's
vibrant business and cultural center ... w hile
enjoying the advantages of campus life.

You'd ltave DePaul.
CALL 341-8300 FOR THE LATEST
INFORMATION ABOUT DePAUL.
College of Liberal Arts
& Sciences
College of Commerce
School of Ed ucation
'x hool of M LJ'iJC
f ht I hcatrl' School

IJ

DPAUL
UNIVERSITY
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BE SURE TO VISIST OUR ADVERTISERS AT THE
NATIONAL COLLEGE FAIR
AT THE McCORMICK PLACE - NORTH.
Sunday, October 23
Noon - 5:00 P.M.

Monday, October 24
9:00A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

School

Booth

City Colleges of Chicago
Columbia College
DePaul University
Elmhurst College
Montay College
National College of Education
Roosevelt University
St. Xavier

103 & 306
272
327
105
229
125
140
630

YOU .58; , .4 DE6~ec's UKE 7f/e
YtiU .RDk/.1 lJEPENO/NG aN f/()(.A)

~I(

"1U<:H

ewe_,~, rtON

vou've COA1P(..eTct>.

tr

YOO 6 /<Al>UA Te ..t="IUJM A # Y~ CLJLt..BJE
l/NtVEl?.StrY, YOU USOAU ..Y 6CT A dACHC"~
l>e:G-'tee- - - s~e7"/I'?C3 A 8ACH€£t:Jie OF
t:J/ll-f/jY8€ ~ 8AcH£t();!i_ OP.3C/6N<A!' 0~ YO(.) GA/V
C.OTO A P/U>PRtCTYSCI"'''di- 7DLCARN A~&;
MAY8€ COMPUT6ll(. OP.6'flAT/t!JI'L5, MAY8€ /'leW rt>
l!SE A TRAVS.. A6etvr OR. A MEDICAl.. .SCGI'ltTAllY. YOU C/S{),+tt-r 6CT',.. COl T/r/CA 7'E' 1NSTt9flJ
OF A

j;>~R4<E.

ryour
et/1J[£1tiond level or interest
we have a CareerPath for y(J/1 I
~-Classes Start September 6th, Register Now! - - - - - - - - - - - -..
0 Careers in Anance/Banklng
0 Careers in Hotel/Restaurant Managment

0 Careers in Health Services
0 Careers in Retail Management

Name _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - Phone
Address - - - -- -- - - -- City _ _ _ _ _ __ State _ _ Zip
Either call (312) 641-2595 or send this coupon to: Chicago City-Wide
College, Registrar, Department S, 226 W. Jackson, Chicago, IL 60606

Consider
St. Xavier
• Since its founding in 1846, Saint Xavier
is known for the excellence of its undergrad uate and graduate programs. • AseYious
approach to learning: small classes for the most
individualized instruction. Approachable
professors. Exceptionally strong career planning
and placement record. • Saint Xavier offers a
close-knit, comfortable environment for over
2,600 students. • Thirty undergraduate and
graduate programs. Extensive financial aid
commitment.

•

For futher information, or to
make an appointment for a
visit, call (312) 779-3300, ext. 220.

Saint xaVier College
OF CHICAGO

3700 W J03 rd St .. Chicago IL 60 635
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·Entertainment

·

By Sarah Karp
and Katrena Washington

average in school, then we will
either be suspended or expelled
from the group," Lower said.
When Eugene Watkins, James
Another step that the group is
Peters, and Jerome Lowery from taking toward their music career is
Hyde Park and Sadar Abdullah to acquire voice lessons from
from King formed the Future Four Bobby Wilson, a teacher at Cothree years ago, it seemed as if lumbia College. Although they're
they weren't going to make it any- still lip-sinking the music of New
where. But then Kevin Shine Edition, by August they hope to be
came into their lives, and things producing live music of their own
started to pick up.
with their own original songs.
Kevin Shine is now the Future
The Future Four all admit that
Four's manager. He knows the they've learned that giving up
key to show business - connec- things is part of the job. One of the
tions.
old group members was interShine went to Hyde Park where ested only in girls and rarely came
he saw many teen groups that to rehea~als. When Shine took
never got off their feet. This gave over as manager, the unreliable
him the desire to get into manag- member was replaced.
ing along with other aspects of the
For other new groups who want
music business.
to gain recognition, Kevin Shine is
The first thing Shine did was to staging a Gala, "The Stars Come
set up a professional staff that Out to Play" in December. "It will The Future Four look toward to a bright future. (From left to right) James Peters, Jerome Lowery, Mark
would help the Future Four stage not be a type of recital as so· many Johnson, and Eugene Watkins. Photo by Marco Rios.
~~~~~~~~
their act. Then he introduced the of these galas are," said Shine.
group to some radio performers I"This will be an energetic team of
CLASSIFIED SECTION
who offered to help them get five groups with ten minutes to
started. Finally Shine arranged for play." He encourages teens to
Alternative Chicago Public
some "gigs." With his connections come out and be a part of it. Fliers
School
they have played at the Regal, the will be distributed in local schools
For Pregnant School-Age Girls:
Crystal Palace, Fantasy, and announcing the gala.
You may want to consider
Screaming Wheels.
The Future Four will be the lead
transfemng to the Telsa/Arts of
Shine established some strong group in the gala- Shine's best
Living H .S .. If you are pregnant.
NO SETIING FEE
professional requirements for the example of what can happen with
If you live south siderscall 94 7NO
CHARGE FOR
musicians. Not only do they have good management. "Now people
5080. North siders call 337to go to practice everyday for three love our group," Lower said, "
DIFFERENT POSES
3050. Call now for information II
hours, but they have to do well in j whereas, before, people booed us
Volunteers Wanted:
school. "If we don't et a "C" off the stage."
Residents of the 4th,5th,6th,8th
& 20th wards to help the marTelevision Auditions
garile Faulkner Campaign for
New Expression's cable television teen talk show, HARDCOVER, is holding auditions.
Marshall
Pos1tions open are: talk show host and news anchor.
26th District Representative.
Anyone interested 1n trying out for these positions should contact Jeff Auer or Jeneen
For more Information call:
Photographer, Inc.
Catlidge at 663-0543 after 4:00p.m. Monday through Friday, or write Hardcover, Youth
994-1400.
Communication. 207 S. Wabash Chicago, 11160645. Call or wnte before October 27.

HIGH SCHOOL
SENIOR
PORTRAITS

I

CAL' 782-2462

Free
Pregnancy
Testing

MAKE MC>NEY

WHILE
HAVING FUN

$6QQQ worth of
from Musicland &
Sam Goody stores
& a pair of
MEMORex ·

Are you tired of being
dependent on others for
money? Learn fun and
creative ways for teens
to earn income. Put
your own interests and
talents to work for
you. Turn your spare
hours into dol lars!
Let my booklet show you
how! Send $3.00 to :

CtHMpluJMI··
headphones
When YOU 55 [ WASHING
SUITE 220-A
purchase a CHICAGO, ILLINOIS G0602
gold class PHONE 263-3402-3
nng from purchased
•Offer vahd wrth gOld class nngs
by Nov 4, 1988
1

, • "',

WlTHMERE PUBLISHING CO.
DEPT. C-· 1

P.O. BOX 8R8~76
ATLANTA
GEORGIA 30356- 0576

• Test results while you wait
• All services confidential
•Con venient appointments
• 24 hour hotline

Conve:1ient
locations
Crisis Pregnancy Center
LOOP
263-1576
104 S. Michigan
(at Michigan and Monroe)

SOUTH
735-2162
7905 S. Cicero Ave.
(Scottsdale Shopping Cent(;r)

Nonprofit Organization
U.S. Postage

PAID
Chgo.
Permit No. 8387

207 S. Wabash, Chicago, Illinois 60604, (312) 663-0543
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